
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

         
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

NSE Welcomes Jesse Osuna to the Team 
How will NSE stay on top of the latest technology while still providing 
trusted customer service? The answer is in the TEAM and NSE has a new 
power player on theirs. Jesse comes to NSE with expansive industry 
knowledge. Starting his journey in the ATM industry over 10 years ago, 
Jesse has traveled the world working on a variety of security systems. 
With certifications with every major manufacturer, Jesse is a master in all 
aspects of security. His experience in technical solutions have since 
transcended into a wealth of project management  
expertise and team management proficiency that will  
strengthen the foundation for NSE’s future.  
Welcome Jesse Osuna as NSE Operations Manager! 
 

 
“The heart of our business model has always been 
customer satisfaction over everything. For NSE that 
means going above and beyond every day and we 
will continue that always.”  
 

2020 brings on much anticipation and excitement as National 

Security Electronics (NSE) looks forward to bringing a great deal of 
*NEW* to their integration. President Andrew Koller is confident 
his team will dominate in the next decade…  

January 17, 2020 
Contact: jacquelyn.notti@nse-corp.com 

NSE Starts the Year with New Faces, Advanced Technology & a Fresh Look 

Advanced Technology Spotlight 
NSE clients are confident that all new technologies are thoroughly 
tested in advance of their deployment in the field. This practice 
strengthens our customer service goals and ensures quality. One 
item currently on the bench is an access control module that can 
be programmed to allow access only to a financial institution’s          
customers specifically via their Debit/Credit Cards.  

New Year New Look 
What better time than the NEW year than to 
debut a new appearance! We are now proudly 
known as…  

NSE – National Security Electronics 
The NSE brand is synonymous with quality work 
and reliable technology and this update reflects 
it seamlessly. Rolling out a new look is just the 
start of what is new with NSE in 2020. NSE is 
looking forward to showing clients and  
partners the personal side of what drives  
their team. Get ready for interactive digital 
content, contests, surveys, a personal look  
into community involvement and so much 
more! 

This is ideal for financial institutions to secure their 
ATM Vestibules for use by their clientele only. 

If you would like more information on 
this access module, contact NSE at  
855-673-4621 or sales@nse-corp.com. 

Providing excellent products, exceptional 
customer service and always looking 
forward keeps NSE successful. 2020 will 
only bring more of it.               -Jesse Osuna 


